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About This Game

There is a world of dreams called Dreamland, where anyone can have their wishes granted.
Three wounded and homeless animals happened to enter Dreamland.

Will they be able to find the lost treasures of Dreamland and save the world?
“And will their wishes to regain their health and go back home safely come true?”

Features
- Innovative Action Puzzle Game: Each animal moves in set direction. Combined animals can move in more directions. You can

also separate combined animals! Find the perfect places to combine or separate animals and clear stages quickly!
- Over 30 exciting Trap tiles

- 6 themes and 100 well-designed stages
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Quell Zen is the fourth and latest part of the Quell Puzzle Games. While the other 3 Quell games (Quell, Quell Reflect and
Quell Memento) have nearly the same puzzle mechanic in the whole game, with improving difficulty the more you progress,
Quell Zen is bit different.
This game has 4 Stages with 4 unique levels and sometimes a secret hidden level. Every of those stage has a unique puzzle
mechanic and in total 13 different chapters.

Your goal is to collect with your blue water bubble all the pearls in the level. You earn for every perfect level and for the hidden
gems coins. With these coins you can buy solutions for the perfect set of moves for the level or the location of the secret level
entrys or hidden gems. (this has nothing to do with microtransctions!)

After finishing first the other 3 games and while playing the fourth, I am writing this review to absolutely recommend this series
of puzzle games to you.. They tell you, you need to wait 3 hours befor redeem, 14 hours later still can't redeem it. Real joke. It's
okay.
Some parts have bad English, some enemies are a bit tough, it's a bit hard to understand at first, but it's fine, really.
I would've liked it more if my stuff didn't despawn at death.. I find the simple fact that this is on PC amazing. This game really
manages to find the sweet spot in terms of difficulty and mechanics. It also feels really modern while staying true to the old
school roots of the genre. The controls are super smooth and they really couldn't be more responsive. The graphics are also
smooth and nothing ever feels confusing. I really like the simplicity of the art style as well. The soundtrack is awesome and very
appropriate. Everything just blends really well with this game and feels refreshing. If I'd have to point out a downside it would
be the tutorial which isn't necessarily the best. But the game gives you enough feedback for you to figure out all the details of
what's going on. Finally, just check out the feature description, there seems to be something here for all sorts of fans of the
genre. It really is glorious to see all this shmup greatness running at 60fps in HD. It would be a sin not to give this one a shot if
you're into bullet-hell.. It's pretty fun, but I would love it if they made the easiest difficulty a bit easier (by for example
removing the spider chasing you and making enemy projectiles move slower). Definitely worth it.. Full of my childhood
memories!
Putt-Putt goes to the moon definatly the best episode of the series!

10\/10. Really enjoying this game so far. Its a simple game to get into but the challenge it provides is what is going to keep me
coming back. If you don't know what this game is about, here's a synopsis: You assume the command of the RAF during the
Battle of Britain and are in charge of creating, maintaining, and deploying squadrons of Spitfire and Hurricane aircraft to
defend airfields, cities, and installations inside of England to halt the Luftwaffe from gaining air dominance.. She Looks Cute.
good little game that nobody plays. Fun good for 20 hr's need 1000's of more players
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Outlast-inspired VR Horror.
Make sure you play late, with headphones and preferabley extra bass with a external speakers/subwoofer (I just mirrored my
SteamVR Audio to my stereo and put a low pass filter over them with Equalizer APO). Maybe play after having a coffee and a
smoke to intensify it, if thats your sort of thing. Bricks will be♥♥♥♥♥♥:P. Very noice music, a mix of electronic and
orchestral, also includes multiplayer music, which are remakes of the original soundtracks of the early red faction games.. I
grew up in the BBS era, and I LOVE ASCII Roguelikes\/RPGs. I was totally having a lot of fun with this game. Was on a great
run, lots of health, cool items. I really liked it. Until I fell down a trapdoor pit trap into a small section of the map that did not
connect any way to the main secton, nor could I get out of it, as the trap was the only way into it. Crossing the trap was the only
way I could continue, so it wasnt an option to find another way down and not step on the trap. I had to take my chances, and
when I didnt make it across, figured oh well, I'll just find my way out. Nope. I was trapped, and since I was doing so good, the
enemies couldn't really hurt me so I had to quit.
Totally sucked.

Dev tip: If youre running a procedurally generated game, please make sure situations like this can't happen. Give your player an
out always, even if its tough to get through. At this time, I can't recommend it cuz you shouldn't be forced to quit solely due to
bad level design.. Not reccomended in its current state even at the price point its at right now. Xpand rally is a much better game
for the same money. Wait for G Rally to improve before buying..

1. No canned music

2. only one floor button

3. No fat old man farting

4. No kid pushing the buttons so it stops on every floor (there's only one button FFS)

5. No emergency stop button

6. No hookers leaflets left on the walls

7. No unusual stains that somehow look familar on the floor
and you have the audacity to call this an Elevator VR experience.

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it I'm going to make my own elevator unity experience and it's going
to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665on this one.. Tower of lust is an ordinary retro-platformer styled game. I
found the experience boring and barely worth the ~50 cents I paid for it.

There isn't much to be said about this title; You get what you pay for here. It has some simple implementations of item
shop/different weapons/leveling up, none of which seems to really impact the experience in any meaningful way.
Weapon reach seems to be the only real consideration among the options. Sharing of mana for fireball abilities some
weapons have and the jump mechaninc is frustrating.

More fun to be had elsewhere, and for free.... Easy to pick up and enjoyable when I don't feel like playing any other VR
game. It feels like the mobile game Clash Royale but with a nice use of VR added to it. You can walk around your board
and spin it to focus on different points. For 10 bucks I say this is very worth the buy.
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